1. Statement of the result. Let A =(a,y) be an w-square non-negative hermitian matrix. A classical inequality of Hadamard states that (1) det A è ft an . This conjecture was suggested by an inequality of I. Schur [6] (see also [4] ): per A jg det A.
In an unsuccessful attempt [3] to prove (3) H. Mine and the present author obtained an inequality of the form n per A ^ cn II an in which the constant c" depends only on n and not on A.
It is the purpose of this paper to present the proof of an inequality that substantially generalizes (3) and to discuss the somewhat delicate cases of equality. Let A (i) denote the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting row and column i of A. The main result is contained in the following The permanent is unaltered by pre-and post-multiplication by permutation matrices so that we can take i= 1 in proving (4) .
Once (4) is established it is clear that an obvious induction on r will yield . The range space of 5(r) is the symmetry class of completely symmetric tensors on U denoted by C/(r) and since it is a subspace of i/(r) it is unitary. By combining (6), (7), (8) we compute that the inner product of two symmetric products is 
